
Adam J. Lewis Academy

Rise Up & Write!

AJLA "Rise Up & Write" is a space for students of all ages to celebrate the writing that they have been
working on at school. From  building  foundational literacy skills to  practicing creative writing- AJLA
students cover it all! Please enjoy our class writing features, each displaying developmentally
appropriate technique through drawing, letter formation, and spelling. Nurturing the progress of skills
is our goal- not perfection!
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WELCOME!

Rise Up & Write!

Third Grade
Third Grade is spending the year exploring cultures
around the globe. We started our exploration in South
America. While in South America, their interest was
sparked by the thousands of animal species found in
the five layers of the Amazon Rainforest. Students
researched the characteristics of the layers and
worked in groups to take notes and write about the
unique qualities of each. 

Arshia

Everleigh



Second Grade
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In Second Grade, students have been busy practicing their writing skills. They have been working on using
proper punctuation and capitalization, as well as writing in complete sentences. Every day students
answer a writing prompt. Below are Second Grade's responses to our most recent writing prompt: “What
are you grateful for?”
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Fourth/Fifth East & West
Fourth and Fifth Graders finished reading “Love That Dog” by Sharon Creech and learned all about poetry.
Students have been writing their own poetry. Here are some examples of first drafts of their poems!

Ana Julia

Azucena

Christopher

Aidan

Autumn
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First Grade
First Grade students will be engaging in a year-long, thematic study on exploration! To sharpen their
exploration and adventuring skills, we went on a field trip to Two Coyotes Wilderness School where they
identified plants, started fires, built lean-to shelters, drew maps, hiked, and learned new games. When we
returned to school, students practiced expanding sentences to share what happened on the trip. Everyone
started with the same kernel sentence (“We explored.”) and used question words (Who? What? Where?
When? Why?) to add spicy details! 
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